
THE FUTURE IS VEGAN 



CAN WE RECONDITION OUR TRADITIONS?
SAMUEL SIMS

I decided to be a vegetarian nearly a year ago, 
when, on a train to Leeds I threw down my empty 
sausage roll wrapper dramatically and decided 
that would be it. The whole train looked on and 
applauded, so in awe were they at such willpower; 
such heroics. I mean, it was a Tesco sausage roll 
and I wouldn’t eat one EVER AGAIN. All that gristle 
and who knows what hidden inside some bloat 
inducing pastry. I mean, my, what inner strength. I 
cut out milk and cheese soon after because I had 
a sneaking suspicion they were a factor in some 
stubborn stomach issues (turns out they were a 
major factor), before adopting a vegan lifestyle 
nearly six months ago. Not gonna lie, it’s hard. Of 
course it’s hard! It’s going against so many things 
that people all over the world are brainwashed 
into believing is normal - eating animal flesh, 
milk and eggs making us stronger, enabling better 
skin, teeth, bones, etc. It means checking the 
ingredients on the vast majority of products you 
would like to but probably can’t eat, being unable 
to pick up a packet of tangy cheese Doritos from 
the shop because you’re hungover and really fancy 
them and similarly, having to say no to a lot of very 
delicious looking desserts. It’s a complete lifestyle 
change.

I cannot and will not speak for those that have 
been vegan all of their lives, nor will I attempt to 
speak for the huge number of different cultures 
and societies all over the world where perhaps 
this, right now, is not a viable option for them. I am 
speaking as a former omnivore and a westerner 
who is, whilst definitely struggling financially, still 
privileged in the ability to have choice. With that 
in mind, it’s really easy to be ‘preachy’ to those 
with similar privilege and even more so for others 
to accuse you of being so. I could go on and 
on about how disgusting eating meat or rather, 
animal flesh/carcasses is, but people don’t see 
what they are eating for what it actually is. We 
are and have been blinded by traditions, passed 
down through generations of our own families 
and others, as well as through our shared cultures, 
but these traditions are becoming more and more 
excessive and inclusive of animal consumption. 
Subsequently, the more we consume, the less we 
connect.

Take a 2017 Christmas advertisement by a well 
known fast food chain: a little girl is taken on a 
drive-thru by her father and becomes attached to 
a carrot which she saves for Santa’s reindeer. Aww 
sweet. But how can you treat one animal with 
affection and another with heinous disrespect? 
It doesn’t make any sense. This goes for TV 
programmes too. Shows you may have grown up 
with and are now re-watching, only to discover 
that they go on about meat ALL THE TIME. I’m 
currently re-watching Gilmore Girls and whilst 
I am still completely in love with the show, it is 
getting increasingly hard to ignore its attitude 
towards eating animals. Goddammit it Sookie, 
goddammit. Once a vegan lifestyle is adopted, 
it becomes more difficult to ignore the fact that 
death is being promoted and the human race is, 
even if it’s not always on a conscious level, ignoring 
it. 

Eating animals isn’t just to do with food and the 
very deliberate act of eating; rather, it is about 
tradition and identity and what it would mean 
to us if we lost all of that. It’s a difficult and 
heartbreaking notion to acknowledge and mostly 
because it is so ingrained in us that we very rarely 
- if ever - do recognise it. What are we without 
our habits? Our memories? When we really think 
about it, do we know how much of this is really 
linked to what we eat? Take Christmas, the West’s 
most valued tradition. Would Christmas be the 
same without a turkey shared out between a room 
full of people? Would Christmas be the same if 
much of that turkey was wasted because it is just 
too big? What would we be without that selection 
box or the M&S Belgian Chocolates? Trifle? Cheese 
and crackers? How about the ‘need’ for a cake on 
your birthday; one that has, most likely been made 
from the eggs laid by a hen that has never seen 
the light of day. BBQs in the summer aren’t just 
about the burgers devoured by happy, bare legged 
people so relieved to be well into their weekend, 
they are also the place for socialising, for meeting 
up with friends and family; for losing that late 
night game of Heads Up to Mum, who will never 
let you forget it. For many of us, eating animals is 
inclusive of all of this. It means nostalgia, success 
in your work life, success in your personal life; 
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it could mean the happiest day of them all and 
the photograph of you and your spouse clumsily 
cutting the five tiered cake. It means everything. 
But it is worth it? Can we and should we change 
or is just too sad and difficult?

The ‘process’ by which meat eventually lands in 
humans’ mouths is riddled with the worst kind 
of torture you could ever imagine; with sentient, 
intelligent beings that need space and light 
(just like we do) being deprived of this and of 
other basic rights 
(like happiness, 
for instance). 
There’s also the 
huge amount of 
antibiotics these 
animals, and 
s u b s e q u e n t l y 
us, are riddled 
with and the 
faeces that is 
not washed off 
before arriving 
at your nearest 
supermarket. Are 
our traditions 
really worth 
more than the 
sad, violent and 
very short lives 
of animals? More 
than our own 
health? Are cups 
of tea or coffee 
before, during 
and after work 
with just a dash 
of milk worth 
more than the 
dairy cow that 
is forcefully and 
brutally artificially 
i n s e m i n a t e d 
repeatedly so she 
and the industry 
can keep up with consumer’s needs? Is that huge 
turkey at Christmas or Thanksgiving worth the 
drugs it was injected with to get it to its unnatural 
size? The list could go on and on but the main 
focus of my point here is that we have a choice to 
eradicate these traditions and to start new ones.

One of the most inspiring programmes I have 
watched on veganism (and there are loads, as I’m 
sure you’re aware) is BBC’s Carnage, which aired 
last March. It envisages the UK in 2067 and the 

country is made up entirely of vegans – a profoundly 
Utopian idea to many with this futuristic society 
and us, the viewers looking back at the history 
of eating animals and the traditions that were so 
firmly planted in us. If such a thing as an epiphany 
exists, this certainly inspired one in me as Carnage 
makes the very notion of not being vegan, utterly 
deplorable and other, just as the opposite could 
be said now. This programme shows that it really 
could be possible for us to make change and to 
prevent not only the loss of millions of innocent 

lives but the 
prevention of 
mass, diabolical 
cruelty. A quote 
from Jonathan 
Safran Foer’s 
book, Eating 
Animals, a must-
read for anyone 
wishing to be 
more informed 
and to follow 
the journey of a 
new father with 
endless questions, 
sums up perfectly: 
“We can’t plead 
ignorance, only 
i n d i f f e r e n c e . 
Those alive 
today are the 
generations that 
came to know 
better. We have 
the burden and 
the opportunity 
of living in the 
moment when the 
critique of factory 
farming broke 
into the popular 
consciousness. We 
are the ones of 
whom it will be 
fairly asked, what 

did you do when you learned the truth about 
eating animals?”

For more information on the huge amount of 
options available on a vegan diet, visit: 
@theVeganSociety on Twitter, read the Vegan 
Food & Living Magazine, Veganrecipeclub.org.
uk or follow on Facebook, or pop along to the 
weekly vegan market collaboration between Fat 
Gay Vegan and Eat Work Art at Hackney Downs 
Studios.
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